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Abstract
We consider simplest piecewise flat manifold consisting of two identical 4-
tetrahedra (call it bisimplex). General relativity action for arbitrary piecewise
flat manifold can be expressed in terms of sum of the (half of) bisimplex actions.
We use representation of each bisimplex action in terms of certain rotation ma-
trices (connections). This gives representation of any minisuperspace piecewise
flat gravity system in terms of connections which do not connect neighboring
4-tetrahedra (more appropriate would be call these self-connections). If Regge
calculus with independent 4-tetrahedra is considered, i. e. when the length of
an edge is not constrained to be the same for all the 4-tetrahedra containing
this edge, self-connection representation leaves 4-tetrahedra independent also in
connection matrices sector. Action remains sum of independent 4-tetrahedra
terms.
PACS numbers: 04.60.-m Quantum gravity
1
2Recently one often considers a modification of the genuine Regge calculus (RC) [1]
where the same edge can have different lengths depending on the 4-tetrahedron where
it is defined, namely, the so-called area RC [2, 3] or simply RC with independent 4-
tetrahedra [4]. If we additionally try to invoke description of the minisuperspace RC
system in terms of tetrad and connection [5], the different 4-tetrahedra can not be
treated as independent ones in the connection sector even if these are independent in
the edge length sector. An idea is to apply connection representation separately to the
(properly specified) contribution to the action of the different 4-tetrahedra.
We start with the standard Regge action [1]
1
2
S =
∑
σ2

2π − ∑
σ4⊃σ2
ασ2σ4

Aσ2 . (1)
Here ασ2σ4 is hyperdihedral angle of the 4-simplex σ
4 at the 2-face σ2, Aσ2 is the area
(generally complex) of the triangle σ2.
Let us define for each 4-simplex σ4 simplicial complex△∇ built of only two identical,
up to reflection w.r.t. any 3-face, 4-simplices one of which is just σ4 and vertices of
which are mutually identified. Call it here bisimplex. Its Regge action is
1
2
S△∇(σ
4) =
∑
σ2⊂σ4
(2π − 2ασ2σ4)Aσ2 . (2)
The action (1) can be written as a sum over 4-simplices. When doing this, general-
ization to the case of independent 4-simplices is natural. Then, e.g., we should consider
instead of Aσ2 the set of values Aσ2σ4 depending on the 4-simplex σ
4 ⊃ σ2 where the
area of σ2 is taken. Generalization to this case is not unique. The most symmetrical
one (w.r.t. the different 4-simplices σ4 ⊃ σ2) reads
1
2
S =
∑
σ4
∑
σ2⊂σ4
(
2π
Nσ2
− 2ασ2σ4
)
Aσ2σ4 , (3)
where Nσ2 is the number of the 4-simplices meeting at σ
2. The terms in the sum over
σ4 depend on each other only through discrete value Nσ2 ; locally these are independent.
Important is that the full action is represented as sum over 4-simplices σ4 of half
of S△∇(σ
4) plus combination of areas,
1
2
S =
∑
σ4

1
4
S△∇(σ
4) +
∑
σ2⊂σ4
(
2π
Nσ2
− π
)
Aσ2σ4

 . (4)
We can use representation of the minisuperspace Regge action in terms of edge vectors
and finite rotation SO(3,1) matrices [6]. If we apply this immediately to S on the
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Figure 1: To interpreting matrices Ωσ3σ4 .
independent 4-simplices, this independence no longer holds because rotation connection
matrix Ωσ3 , σ
3 = σ41 ∩ σ42, entering expressions for the defect angles refers to both 4-
tetrahedra σ41, σ
4
2 sharing the given 3-face σ
3, not to a single one, and an expression
for defect angle on σ2 refers to a set of such 3-faces σ3 ⊃ σ2, i. e. to a set of the pairs
σ41 , σ
4
2, σ
4
1 ∩ σ42 = σ3. The idea is to apply such representation to bisimplex actions
in (4). Instead of rotations with usual geometric interpretation (rotation between the
local frames of neighboring σ41 , σ
4
2) we have matrices Ωσ3σ4 which do not refer to any
other 4-simplex than the given σ4, see fig.1.
The bisimplex action has the form [6, 7]
S
SO(3,1)
△∇
(σ4) =
∑
σ2⊂σ4
√
vσ2σ4 ◦ vσ2σ4Arcsin vσ
2σ4 ◦Rσ2σ4√
vσ2σ4 ◦ vσ2σ4 . (5)
Here vabσ2σ4 =
1
2
ǫabcdl
c
1l
d
2 is bivector of the 2-face σ
2 formed by the pair of the vectors
la1 , l
a
2 , v ◦ R ≡ 12vabRab, vσ2σ4 ◦ vσ2σ4 = 2Aσ2σ4 . There are 5 connection matrices Ωσ3σ4
and 10 curvature matrices Rσ2σ4 , each R being product of certain two matrices Ω
±1.
The Arcsin means proper solution for the inverse function to sin while arcsin means
principal value whose real part at real argument lays in the region [−π/2,+π/2]. To
express action in terms of arcsin in appropriate physical sector is our particular task.
Also in [6] we have suggested to use in the connection representation only self- or
antiselfdual parts of the tensors v and generators of Ω (and thus of R). That is, SU(2)
rotations can be considered. In [7] we have used sum of self- and antiselfdual parts
for analysis. Besides that, we have analyzed there representation with (anti-)selfdual
parts described by SO(3) rotations, i. e. in the adjoint representation. The bisimplex
action in these representations takes the form
S = +S + −S, (6)
±S
SU(2)
△∇
=
∑
σ2⊂σ4
√
±
v
2
σ2σ4Arcsin
±vσ2σ4 ◦ ±Rσ2σ4√
±
v
2
σ2σ4
, (7)
±S
SO(3)
△∇ =
∑
σ2⊂σ4
1
2
√
±
v
2
σ2σ4Arcsin
±
vσ2σ4 ∗ ±Rσ2σ4√
±
v
2
σ2σ4
. (8)
4Here ±vσ2σ4 are (anti-)selfdual parts of area tensors vσ2σ4 . The
±
vσ2σ4 are 3-vectors pa-
rameterizing these parts,
√
±
v
2
σ2 = 2Aσ2 , v ∗R ≡ 12vaRbcǫabc. In Minkowsky spacetime
±
v and ±w, ±r parameterizing generators of ±Ω, ±R are generally complex, +S = ( −S)∗.
On equations of motion for Ω’s (i. e. on-shell) +S and −S contribute the same half of
action S. Therefore S (6) can be generalized by rescaling ±S by complex constants,
+S → C +S, −S → C∗ −S so that their sum on-shell would result in Regge action:
C + C∗ = 2, C = 1 + i/γ,
S

≡∑
σ4
S(σ4

 =
(
1 +
i
γ
)
+S +
(
1− i
γ
)
−S. (9)
Notation γ is introduced here to provide analogy with Barbero-Immirzi parameter,
coefficient at the term added to the Einstein action in the Cartan-Weyl form and
vanishing on-shell (on equations of motion for connections)[8]. Since, however, there
is no direct correspondence (in, e. g., continuum limit) between our connection and
Cartan-Weyl one, this analogy is purely formal. Also note that in the continuum
theory (anti-)selfdual representation follows identically via decomposing full Cartan-
Weyl action into self- and antiselfdual parts. Besides that, continuum analogs of SU(2)
and SO(3) connection representations coincide (up to some redenoting). Contrary
to that, all these representations in the considered exact discrete form are different
(coincide only on-shell).
To pass to principal value of arcsin, let us specify sector of variation of the an-
gles. We adopt a regular way of constructing 4-dimensional simplicial complex from
3-dimensional analogous complexes (’leaves’). The typical 4-simplex is (12344+) with
vertices 12344+ (fig.2).
These notations for vertices are the particular case of i, k, l, . . . for vertices of certain
3-dimensional leaf. The i+ and i− are future and past in time images of vertex i. The
scheme of constructing 4-dimensional geometry is by successive shifting the vertices
i, k, l, . . . of current 3D leaf to i+, k+, l+, . . . of the ’next-in-time’ leaf of the analogous
structure (i. e. scheme of connection of the different vertices by links). When i has
evolved in time to i+, i+ is connected by diagonal links with those neighbors of i in the
leaf k, l,m, . . . which are not yet evolved to the next leaf. Call the links (ii+), (ii−) t-
like ones, to reserve ’timelike’ for the local frame indices. The leaf links are completely
contained in the leaf. We just get 4-simplices like (12344+) (and also (123+44+),
(12+3+44+), (1+2+3+44+) and those with replacement i+ → i, i→ i−).
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Figure 2: Typical 4-simplex.
It is natural to consider typical physical sector where t-like links are timelike, and
leaf links are spacelike. Besides that, we adopt that diagonal links are also spacelike
(that is, the distance between neighboring leaves, analog of lapse function, is sufficiently
smaller than the typical linklength in the leaf). Thus, the only timelike link in the
simplex (12344+) is (44+), others are spacelike ones.
This defines ranges for possible values of the dihedral angles. Denote by α4(123)4+
the angle ασ2σ4 on σ
2 = (123) in σ4 = (12344+) and analogously for others. It is not
difficult to conclude that
α4(123)4+ = iη4(123)4+ (10)
as angle between 2 spacelike 3-faces (1234), (1234+) with opposite timelike link (44+).
On other 6 spacelike triangles we find
αγ(αβ4)4+ =
π
2
+ iηγ(αβ4)4+ , (11)
α, β, γ, . . . = 1, 2, 3 plus permutations 4 ↔ 4+. The η is everywhere real. On the
remaining 3 timelike triangles (α44+) we get real angles αβ(α44+)γ analogous to usual
dihedral angles in the Euclidean geometry of 3D leaf.
Now express ασ2σ4 in (3) in terms of ’arcsin’ functions , the same as in representa-
tions for S△∇. In S
SO(3,1)
△∇ , S
SO(3)
△∇ we might (modulo possible torsion) have on-shell
arcsin sin(2π − 2αγ(αβ4)4+) = +2iηγ(αβ4)4+ ,
... the same for 4 ↔ 4+ ...,
arcsin sin(2π − 2α4(123)4+) = −2iη4(123)4+ . (12)
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Figure 3: Dihedral angles on the leaf/diagonal triangle.
In S
SU(2)
△∇ each ’arcsin’ gives only half of the corresponding angle appearing in S
SO(3,1)
△∇ ,
S
SO(3)
△∇ , in particular,
arcsin sin(π − αγ(αβ4)4+) = π
2
± iηγ(αβ4)4+ (13)
... the same for 4 ↔ 4+ ...,.
Ambiguity arises because arcsin z is here on the cut ℑz = 0, z2 > 1, where it undergoes
discontinuity. To resolve the latter, one should add certain ±i0 to z. Here, however,
we choose to limit ourselves by SO(3,1), SO(3) representations, or, for calculational
simplicity, by SO(3) one.
The above angles of the type iη and π/2 + iη define defect angle on the leaf or
diagonal triangles. For our way of constructing 4-dimensional geometry, there are 4
angles between the t-like and leaf/diagonal 3-faces of the type π/2+ iη and a few (from
0 to 4) angles of the type iη (fig.3).
As a result, proportional to π contribution to defect angle is canceled and imaginary
value remains.
Finally, for 3 real angles we adopt the sector π/4 < αβ(α44+)γ < 3π/4 in which
arcsin sin(2π − 2αβ(α44+)γ) = 2αβ(α44+)γ − π. (14)
As a result, we have
±S = ±SSO(3) =
1
2
∑
σ4

12
√
±
v
2
(123)4+4 arcsin
±
v(123)4+4 ∗ ±R(123)4+4√
±
v
2
(123)4+4
+
∑
(α,β,γ)=cycle
perm (1,2,3)
[√
±
v
2
(α44+)βγ
(
2π
N(α44+)
− π
2
)
7− 1
2
√
±
v
2
(α44+)βγ arcsin
±
v(α44+)βγ ∗ ±R(α44+)βγ√
±
v
2
(α44+)βγ
− 1
2
√
±
v
2
(βγ4+)α4 arcsin
±
v(βγ4+)α4 ∗ ±R(βγ4+)α4√
±
v
2
(βγ4+)α4
−1
2
√
±
v
2
(βγ4)4+α arcsin
±
v(βγ4)4+α ∗ ±R(βγ4)4+α√
±
v
2
(βγ4)4+α



 ≡
∑
σ4
±S(σ4) (15)
(to be substituted to (9)). Explicit expressions of R in terms of Ω are, e. g.,
R(123)4+4 = Ω
T
(1234)Ω(1234+),
R(α44+)βγ = Ω
T
(γα44+)Ω(αβ44+),
R(βγ4+)α4 = Ω
T
(βγ44+)Ω(1234+),
R(βγ4)4+α = Ω
T
(1234)Ω(βγ44+), (16)
(α, β, γ) = cycle perm(1, 2, 3).
Note that purely area terms in S are only 3 t-like areas
√
±
v
2
(α44+)βγ , in some sense
gauge ones. These might parameterize 3 components of the vector of the link (44+), a
discrete analog of the lapse-shift vector of general relativity.
To resume, we have considered connection representation for the minisuperspace
RC gravity action with independent 4-tetrahedra leaving 4-tetrahedra independent.
Requirement has been studied and satisfied that on-shell connections resulting in gen-
uine Regge action in Minkowsky spacetime might not coincide with points of non-
analyticity. Because of independence of the 4-tetrahedra path integral measure should
factorize over 4-tetrahedra. Since separate 4-tetrahedron possesses very few number of
the degrees of freedom as compared to real gravity system, the measure on it is very
simple and follows from symmetry considerations and correspondence with continuum
case. In the latter the local measure at a point is defined up to scalar density for which
different powers of det ‖gλµ‖ were considered [9, 10]. Also factor g00 could be inserted
[11, 12].
dµ(σ4) = eiS(σ
4)(ǫabcdl
a
4+4l
b
41l
c
42l
d
43)
ζ1 [(ǫabcdl
b
41l
c
42l
d
43)
2]ζ2d4l4+4
3∏
α=1
d4l4α
·DΩ(1234)DΩ(1234+)
∏
(α,β,γ)=cycle
perm (1,2,3)
DΩ(βγ44+). (17)
The la4+4, l
a
4α, α = 1, 2, 3 is tetrad of independent edge vectors, ζ1, ζ2 are param-
eters, ζ2 = 0 or 1, DΩ is SO(3,1) Haar measure. Prototypes of det ‖gλµ‖ and of
8g00 det ‖gλµ‖ are just 4- and 3-volumes squared, (ǫabcdla4+4lb41lc42ld43)2 and (ǫabcdlb41lc42ld43)2,
respectively. Integration over any one of five Ω’s decouples by SO(3,1) symmetry, and
that one over remaining Ω’s reduces to integration over 4 independent R’s, e. g. over
R(123)4+4, R(βγ4)4+α, (α, β, γ) = cycle perm(1, 2, 3). Together with the result of our pre-
vious papers [4] reducing the measure on the independent 4-tetrahedra to the measure
in genuine RC, the latter is thus fixed.
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